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Today we will consider:

- Can the conference-identified 5 threads enhance and inform teaching and learning in the Christian Studies classroom?
- Can Christian Studies as an area of study contribute to the 5 threads that create the tapestry of Lutheran schooling?
Can the conference-identified 5 threads enhance and inform teaching and learning in the Christian Studies classroom?

- working as a whole group, develop additional questions that would aid the analysis of our units of work.
- use the developed list and work through your unit of work:
- where do you see the presence of any of the conference-identified threads?
- where could the unit be enhanced by any of the threads?
- are there any specific challenges you have gleaned from the conference?
Can Christian Studies as an area of study contribute to the 5 threads that create the tapestry of Lutheran schooling?

- in a small group, use the graphic organiser to record your group’s thinking
- refer also to CS policy and curriculum handouts
- consider any challenges the conference has raised for you